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The European Union - Montenegro Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary Com-

mittee (SAPC) held its 14th meeting in Podgorica on 18 December 2017, under the co-

chairmanship of Mr Ivan BRAJOVIĆ, President of the Parliament of Montenegro and 

Mr David MARTIN, Chairman of the European Parliament’s Delegation to the EU-

Montenegro SAPC. 

The Co-Chairs welcomed that the part of the opposition returned to the Skupština, in-

cluding to the joint EU-Montenegro parliamentary committee (SAPC). They expressed 

hope that the rest of the opposition will participate at the next SAPC meeting. 

The Co-Chairs stressed the importance of the strong commitment of the European Union 

and member states to the enlargement policy. 

In that sense, they welcomed the steady progress of Montenegro on its way towards the 

EU membership and encouraged Montenegrin authorities to continue focusing on im-

plementation of the fundamentals of the accession process: rule of law, economic gov-

ernance and public administration reform. 

They reiterated the position of both parliaments, that each candidate country must be 

judged on its own merits in the terms of fulfilling the same set of criteria. They expressed 

their satisfaction that Montenegro continues to be the most advanced candidate country 

and has recently opened two new negotiation chapters.  

The Co-Chairmen reiterated that the Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA) 

remains at the core of the relationship between the EU and Montenegro and welcomed 

positive track record in implementing the SAA obligations. They agreed that the country 

should strengthen its efforts in the field of state aid. 
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They agreed that it remains essential for the overall pace of the negotiating process that 

the entire rule of law system delivers more concrete results and a strengthened and sus-

tainable track record, in particular in the fight against corruption and organised crime, 

including effective investigations, prosecutions and final convictions.  

The Co-chairmen recognized the commitment and positive role of Montenegro in shap-

ing the regional stability. They have stressed that pending border issues with its neigh-

bours should be resolved in line with international law, good neighbourly relations and 

established principles. 

The Co-chairmen welcome the activities of the Working group for implementation of 

OSCE/ODIHR Recommendation. 

They stressed that Montenegro needs to continue its efforts to align Labour Law and 

Health and Safety at Work Law with the acquis. The Co-Chairmen called for strength-

ening of social dialogue, especially in the private sector and at the local level.  

The Co-chairmen recognised a need to further harmonize law on antidiscrimination with 

acquis and urged all institutions, notably Judiciary and the Police, to make additional 

efforts to protect human rights. 

The Co-chairmen noted that domestic and gender-based violence remain an overall con-

cern and called for faster and more efficient implementation of the Istanbul convention. 

They welcomed the adoption of the Spatial Plan of Ulcinj municipality but agreed that 

the Ulcinj Salina site needs to receive an adequate protection status under national and 

international law as soon as possible and called on the Montenegrin government to com-

plete the process.  

*** 

 


